The problem of transparency in donation systems has long been a topic for discussion. However, the emphasis on transparency raises privacy concerns for donors and recipients, with some people attempting to hide donations or the receipt of money. Therefore, a donation system that guarantees transparency and privacy is required to avoid negative side effects. In this study, we developed a system that protects personal information by using a one-time account address system based on a blockchain while emphasizing transparency. The developed system could contribute to the creation of a sustainable and safe donation environment and culture.
Introduction
With the development of social consciousness, a culture of donation has formed in Korea. However, the transparency within a donation system has been an issue for a long time; for example, donors typically want to know the details of how their donation is being used. However, an emphasis on transparency can lead to privacy concerns for donors and recipients. Therefore, a donation system that guarantees both transparency and privacy should be developed [1] .
People who receive donations from or provide them to the donation system may not want their donations to be disclosed. Users would be able to create contracts and use the system using addresses that are not easily recognizable, if they used a donation system with a blockchain featuring security. However, in such a blockchain system, the log can be analyzed to see when the same type of address repeats the same specific action. Therefore, it is possible for a privacy issue to occur, because the user's behavior can be analyzed. That is, the donation system can track the record of donations received or provided, leading to the exposure of privacy.
In this study, we propose an address update system that avoids leaving logs that can be analyzed using a system that can update the address of a user who maintains a specific form. This system protects privacy by applying a blockchain-based peer-to-peer (P2P) mixing method that updates the address log between peers and simultaneously enhances transparency. We review related research and analyze existing sponsorship and identity management systems in order to design our proposed system. We then employ MetaMask in the Chrome environment to create a network environment for testing sample data using our design system. The web-based Remix integrated development environment (IDE) is implemented using the Solidity language as a JavaScript virtual machine (VM) environment. The system developed in this research protects the privacy of the users of the donation system by not recording donations by a specific donor to a specific person.
Background Research

Donation System
Donation Culture
With the development of a donation culture in Korea, the total amount of donations to major private donation organizations has more than quadrupled, from 2.19 billion won in 1999 to 12.48 trillion won in 2013. Among these donations, the amount raised in the social welfare sector in 2014, as reported to the National Tax Service, was approximately 1.777 trillion won, consisting of 1485 public benefit corporations.
Individual donations account for 32.1% of all donations, or approximately 570 billion won. Based on resident registration demographics, the total adult population is approximately 41.65 million; thus, the annual donation per adult is less than 14,000 won ( Figure 1 ). Therefore, it is necessary for individual donations to become more active in the future [2] .
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Thus, the management and operation of individual donors requires substantial manpower and operating expenses; this manpower must operate ethically, so that donations can be correctly executed. Therefore, it is necessary to manage registered donors on a regular basis, recommend and connect relevant aid recipients, and provide aid recipients with the majority of funds. An audit In addition, among the 1485 fundraising institutions, the top 18 raised 77.3% of the total amount. The reason for this phenomenon is that many fundraising institutions do not properly manage regular donors, and there is a lack of information, human and material resources, and opacity of operations. Regarding the management of donors, they often want to know the details of how their contributions are being used, which requires periodic reminders. Moreover, the opacity of operations occurs either when the institution inflates the costs of in-kind donations or donation spending and contributes minimally to aid recipients or when the funding of the operating organization is fully disclosed, yet the recipient uses the donation abnormally [3, 4] .
Thus, the management and operation of individual donors requires substantial manpower and operating expenses; this manpower must operate ethically, so that donations can be correctly executed. Therefore, it is necessary to manage registered donors on a regular basis, recommend and connect relevant aid recipients, and provide aid recipients with the majority of funds. An audit system Sustainability 2018, 10, 4422 3 of 14 for all of the activities of the system operator is supported, and-if the system is managed by a trusted organization such as a government office-effective and transparent system operation will be achievable.
In addition, existing donation systems can expose the personal information of supporters and donors and greatly violate their privacy if personal information is exposed to the operator of the donor system. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the anonymity of donors and aid recipients from the internal operators, with only authorized persons given access to search technology for the encrypted data used to access personal information.
Private Support System Research
A traditional personal donation system sponsors aid recipients through fundraising organizations. However, fundraising organizations are not always transparent. Some donors do not want to disclose their donations to others. Moreover, the total amount sponsored by fundraising organizations is not made transparent because some people do not even want to know about the sponsorship [5] . Therefore, as shown in Figure 2 , all personal information of donors and aid recipients must be encrypted so that it cannot be read by anyone other than the user [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
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Related Technological Research
Blockchain Concept
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Related Technological Research
Blockchain Concept
Blockchain technology is an important platform technology in the era of the fourth industrial revolution. It is designed to distribute a ledger that records transaction information to a P2P network instead of a central server, so that participants in the network can collectively record and manage Sustainability 2018, 10, 4422 4 of 14 transaction details as core technology that prevents the double payment of electronic transactions. In a broader sense, it is also classified as distributed ledger technology. A blockchain is a data distribution processing technique. As shown in Figure 3 , a block-to-block connection relationship is defined by the next block containing the cipher-based hash value of the previous block. Blocks contain a blockchain consisting of a block header and block body. The block header contains the hash value of the transaction contained in the hash value block of the previous block header, the Merkle root, the timestamp, bits, and nonce. Moreover, the block body contains the transaction information contained in the block and the Merkle tree of the transaction [16] [17] [18] .
Blockchain technology is developed and implemented slightly differently for each platform. However, all blockchains are managed by distributed nodes and have the same appearance in the overall system due to a defined protocol. It is characterized by the fact that it is difficult to arbitrarily modify the recorded information, because each block must be computed to be recognized as a valid block. Therefore, it is increasingly being used in various systems to ensure the confidentiality of transaction details and to prevent the falsification and tampering of data. In this study, we construct a donation system that enhances transparency of a donation system, while protecting against the falsification and tampering of transaction details by using a blockchain [19] [20] [21] .
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Smart Contract
Ethereum is a distributed computing platform for implementing smart contract functionality based on blockchain technology. Furthermore, Ethereum is the first blockchain-based smart contract platform, with the largest number of smart contracts, and a public blockchain designed to operate smart contracts based on the virtual currency "Ether". A smart contract in Ethereum operates on an open blockchain; therefore, all information is shared among all of the nodes in Ethereum. It is difficult to manipulate the information written in smart contracts because there are more than 30,000 Ethereum nodes, globally. Ethereum has an externally owned account controlled by a secret key and a contract account controlled by code. Users can create transactions through external ownership accounts to distribute smart contracts or execute code contained in smart contracts. Ethereum was the first to implement the concept of a "smart contract", providing scalability to transparently operate a variety of applications such as contracts, SNS, e-mail, and electronic voting as well as transactions and payments.
Smart contracts implement certain conditions with executable code. As shown in Figure 4 , the contract code is executed when a message is sent to a specific address. In addition, the state of the Ethernet is changed, or the message is sent to another smart contract. For example, when one public key and its corresponding secret key are divided into parts among n persons and each message is 
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Password Currency Mixing
Cryptographic mixing has emerged to overcome the anonymity problem that occurs in blockchain-based cryptographic systems. It mixes multiple users' passwords and sends them to the target withdrawal address; thus, the source becomes ambiguous, as the transactions are processed several times because the passwords of several users have been mixed. As the number of users participating in mixing and the amount of money used for mixing increase, it becomes more difficult to trace the source.
There are two main methods of mixing. In one, a user who wants to mix cryptographic money deposits their cryptographic money into an intermediary and sends the intermediary's cryptographic money to the target address instead. The other is P2P mixing, which is a protocol in which users who want cryptographic mixing combine their cryptograms using a P2P client without intermediaries. As shown in Figure 5 , the cryptographic money of user A deposited in transaction 2, in which mixing is performed, is the same as the amount of cryptographic money of user B. Therefore, it is impossible to know which user withdrew cipher money at a target address. In this study, we apply the privacy protection method using the P2P mixing method to construct a privacy protection system. 
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User-Centric
Identity Management Service Figure 6 shows the structure of a user-centric identity management system using a blockchainbased smart contract that allows users to create and manage their own identities without centralized management. The system consists of an identity contract that represents the user identity, an owner account that owns the identity contract, a user that creates transactions through the owner account, a revocation contract that can revoke and renew the address of the owner account, a voter account that transfers transactions to the revocation contract, and a voter group that controls the company. The user creates a pair of private and public keys. They create their own account using the generated key and obtain an address, which they use to create an identity contract that represents their identity. As the identity contract contains the address of the revocation contract, the revocation contract must be implemented to execute the identity contract. A revocation contract is a smart contract that revokes or renews an account address and is created through the voter account. The voter account is the account of the members of the voter group, which comprises the system users. If Figure 6 shows the structure of a user-centric identity management system using a blockchainbased smart contract that allows users to create and manage their own identities without centralized management. The system consists of an identity contract that represents the user identity, an owner account that owns the identity contract, a user that creates transactions through the owner account, a revocation contract that can revoke and renew the address of the owner account, a voter account that transfers transactions to the revocation contract, and a voter group that controls the company. Figure 6 shows the structure of a user-centric identity management system using a blockchainbased smart contract that allows users to create and manage their own identities without centralized management. The system consists of an identity contract that represents the user identity, an owner account that owns the identity contract, a user that creates transactions through the owner account, a revocation contract that can revoke and renew the address of the owner account, a voter account that transfers transactions to the revocation contract, and a voter group that controls the company. The user creates a pair of private and public keys. They create their own account using the generated key and obtain an address, which they use to create an identity contract that represents their identity. As the identity contract contains the address of the revocation contract, the revocation contract must be implemented to execute the identity contract. A revocation contract is a smart contract that revokes or renews an account address and is created through the voter account. The voter account is the account of the members of the voter group, which comprises the system users. If The user creates a pair of private and public keys. They create their own account using the generated key and obtain an address, which they use to create an identity contract that represents their identity. As the identity contract contains the address of the revocation contract, the revocation contract must be implemented to execute the identity contract. A revocation contract is a smart contract that revokes or renews an account address and is created through the voter account. The voter account is the account of the members of the voter group, which comprises the system users. If the user needs to update the account address, the voter group sends a message to the revocation contract via the voter account. The revocation contract is executed when the number of messages is k or more on the basis of the k-out-of-n (k of n threshold signature) technique. The identity contract is then executed to update the user's address. In this study, we refer to a system that updates the user's address to protect their privacy in the donation system. A user-centric identity management service designs a system to update the user's address by constructing a smart contract on the basis of voting.
User-Centric Identity Management Service
System Design
In this work, we develop a donation system that can increase transparency while ensuring privacy in order to solve the problems of existing sponsorship systems. The system is designed with reference to the P2P-mixing-technique-based blockchain. Therefore, donors and receivers cannot be identified by other donors and receivers. Figure 7 illustrates the process of converting an account address when sending donations. In this section, we describe the algorithm for generating the detailed structure of the system and updating the address.
1.
The donor sends a donation to the receiver's account address (B) using their account address (A).
2.
Voters in the voting group change their account address on the basis of the voting results using the account address (C).
3.
The donor sends their donation to the changed account address (B') of the receiver using the changed account address (A').
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Overall System Architecture
The structure of the blockchain-based disposable address system, which provides a sustainable donation environment by protecting transparency and privacy, is as follows.
•
The donor is a system user who makes donations and has a private key and a public key.
•
The donor account is an account created by the donor using the public and private keys. The donor owns the donor address (Donor Eth Addr) created on the basis of the account. Addresses can be used to create and access smart contracts. The receiver is a system user who receives donations and owns a private key and a public key. The receiver account is created using the private key and public key of the receiver and owns the receiver's address (Receiver Eth Addr).
The voter group consists of all users who use the system, and its account is termed the voter account. A renew contract is a smart contract that has the authority to execute an identifier contract through voting by the voter group. The renew contract includes the address of the renew contract (Renew Eth Add) and voter's address (Voter Eth Addr). The identifier contract is a smart contract that can modify the user's information and includes the address of the identifier contract (Identifier Eth Addr), the user's address (Donor Eth Addr or Receiver Eth Addr), and the address of the renew contract (Renew Eth Addr). The identifier contract contains 
Overall System Architecture
•
The voter group consists of all users who use the system, and its account is termed the voter account. A renew contract is a smart contract that has the authority to execute an identifier contract through voting by the voter group. The renew contract includes the address of the renew contract (Renew Eth Add) and voter's address (Voter Eth Addr). The identifier contract is a smart contract that can modify the user's information and includes the address of the identifier contract (Identifier Eth Addr), the user's address (Donor Eth Addr or Receiver Eth Addr), and the address of the renew contract (Renew Eth Addr). The identifier contract contains the address of the renew contract, and therefore contains the condition that the renew contract must be executed before the identifier contract.
• A donation contract is a smart contract that the donor can implement and is created by the receiver. Therefore, the donation contract includes the address of the donation contract (Donation Eth Addr) and the address of the receiver account (Receiver Eth Addr).
In Figure 8 , 1 ~6 show the order in which the structure is generated in the smart-contract based one-time address system developed in this study. the address of the renew contract, and therefore contains the condition that the renew contract must be executed before the identifier contract.
In Figure 8 , ①~⑥ show the order in which the structure is generated in the smart-contract based one-time address system developed in this study. Figure 8 . System processes. From ① to ⑥ shows the order in which the structure is generated, and from ⓐ to ⓓ shows the method for updating addresses.
1. The donor and receiver generate their private and public keys. Each person creates an account using the public key, and the created account holds the address. 2. The voter group accesses their own account. 3. A renew contract is created to update the account address. 4. The donor and receiver create an identity management contract that specifies the address of the renew contract (Renew Eth Addr). 5. The receiver creates the donation contract. 6. The donor donates to the receiver through the donation contract. the address of the renew contract, and therefore contains the condition that the renew contract must be executed before the identifier contract.
1. The donor and receiver generate their private and public keys. Each person creates an account using the public key, and the created account holds the address. 2. The voter group accesses their own account. 3. A renew contract is created to update the account address. 4. The donor and receiver create an identity management contract that specifies the address of the renew contract (Renew Eth Addr). 5. The receiver creates the donation contract. 6. The donor donates to the receiver through the donation contract.
shows the method for updating addresses.
1.
The donor and receiver generate their private and public keys. Each person creates an account using the public key, and the created account holds the address.
2.
The voter group accesses their own account.
3.
A renew contract is created to update the account address. 
4.
The donor and receiver create an identity management contract that specifies the address of the renew contract (Renew Eth Addr).
5.
The receiver creates the donation contract. 6.
The donor donates to the receiver through the donation contract.
Address Update Technique
In Figure 8 , Figure 8 . System processes. From ① to ⑥ shows the order in which the structure is generated, and from ⓐ to ⓓ shows the method for updating addresses.
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show the steps for updating addresses in the smart-contract based one-time address system.
1.
When the system is configured, each voter group accesses their own account.
2.
A message is sent to the renew contract to update the address. 3.
When more than half of the voting group sends a message, the renew contract is executed. 4.
When the address renewal contract is executed, the identifier contract is executed, and all donor and receiver addresses are updated with new addresses.
Sample Data Test
The system implemented in this study employs a network environment using MetaMask in Chrome. The Solidity language is used as a JavaScript VM environment in the web-based Remix IDE. Figure 9 shows the debugging screen after the creation of the code for creating a renew contract. The generated contract is a contract renewing the addresses of the donor and receiver and corresponds to 2 ~3 in Figure 8 . Figure 10 shows the debugging screen after the creation of the code for creating a donation contract. The generated contract is the contract that the donor will use to donate to the receiver. Donation contracts will continue to be donated records and correspond to 5 in Figure 8 . Figure 11 shows the results of renewing the addresses of the donor and receiver, which satisfy the execution conditions of the identifier contract by executing the renew contract. It is not easy to analyze the behavior of a user through the action of the repeated address, as the address is renewed. For this reason, this results in a reduction in the risk of privacy exposure. Figure 11 shows the results of
Creation of Renew and Donation Contracts
In Figure 8 , ①~⑥ show the order in which the structure is generated in the smart-contract based one-time address system developed in this study. Figure 12 shows the result of testing the sample data in this study. In Phase Pharse00, A provides a donation to B through Donation Contract using the existing address. In phase Pharse01, the Voting Group creates a Renew Contract and changes the addresses of A and B. In Pharse02, A accesses the donation contract using the changed address A' and provides a donation to the changed address B' of B. The Pharase01 step is repeated again. The Voting Group uses the Renew Contract to change the addresses of A' and B'. Then, Pharse02 step is performed. A' accesses the Donation Contract using the changed address A'', and B' provides the contribution to the changed B''. Figure 12 shows the result of testing the sample data in this study. In Phase Pharse00, A provides a donation to B through Donation Contract using the existing address. In phase Pharse01, the Voting Group creates a Renew Contract and changes the addresses of A and B. In Pharse02, A accesses the donation contract using the changed address A' and provides a donation to the changed address B' of B. The Pharase01 step is repeated again. The Voting Group uses the Renew Contract to change the addresses of A' and B'. Then, Pharse02 step is performed. A' accesses the Donation Contract using the changed address A", and B' provides the contribution to the changed B". Figure 12 shows the result of testing the sample data in this study. In Phase Pharse00, A provides a donation to B through Donation Contract using the existing address. In phase Pharse01, the Voting Group creates a Renew Contract and changes the addresses of A and B. In Pharse02, A accesses the donation contract using the changed address A' and provides a donation to the changed address B' of B. The Pharase01 step is repeated again. The Voting Group uses the Renew Contract to change the addresses of A' and B'. Then, Pharse02 step is performed. A' accesses the Donation Contract using the changed address A'', and B' provides the contribution to the changed B''. 
Test Results
Conclusions
The existing centralized donation systems in Korea involve problems related to the transparency and privacy of users. In this study, we designed a donation system using a smart contract based on a blockchain for transparency. Through this process, donations are made transparent. We also designed a one-off address system using a smart contract to protect privacy. This protects the privacy of the users of a donation system by not recording the donation from a specific donor to a specific person.
We compare the proposed system and existing donation systems (offline and online) in Table 1 . To do this, the system management technology, system management type, system transparency, privacy protection, and security assurance were compared. The proposed system can be utilized in various application system domains other than donation systems. It is a risk that data will be altered by third parties
Data cannot be altered by third party due to agreement algorithm
Security
No security Variable security by security system in the system Very secure with user-to-user blockchain system
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